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The Jordan 1 Drop Jordan is the latest in updated tech and materials that MJ's First
takes on. Though we have seen the shoe in classic "Banned" and "Royal" colorways, we
have yet to see any non-OG colorways. However, recently this has been rectified with
the latest colorway.Dubbed "Wolf Grey", the shoe takes on the oft appearing color
for its flyknit upper. Accenting it is Golden Harvest Branding n the Swoosh and
Wings Logo. A white midsole compliments the shoe, and a gum outsole adds some more
contrast.The Jordan I "lyknit will drop on November 1 for a MSRP of $180. Stick with
Sneakerwatch for more news as it is uncovered.
The classic Air Jordan 11 Win Like 96 colorway, also referred to as "Volt" by some,
has been arguably known as one of the most popular Air Max colorways ever. That
said, it's only right that Nike highlight multiple variations of the Air Max in the
once AM 95 only color scheme.After remixing the 95s, and 97s in the "Volt" theme
several times in the past, the Air Max 97 Retro is set to officially make its way
back to retailers this year. With notable releases like the "Silver Bullet" and
"Metallic Gold" 97's receiving Retro treatments this year, adding the "Volt"
colorway to the calendar will solidify a good year for the slept-on silhouette.
Unfortunately, this is a Buty Jordan Sklep ex
clusive Release. However, this won't be a colorway that will sit on shelves since it
is an anticipated release. Will the "Volt" Nike Air Max 97 be a must have to add to
your collection of 97s for the year? Let us know below.
The Cheap Air Max is quite mute in nature, with a predominately Black colorway, but
the part that stands out most is the message on the back. In gold, the words
Equality appear on the back. This is likely another message speaking out in favor of
Social Justice, which Lebron has never shyed away from.
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